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Employment Relations Podcast #13 – Does it pass the smell test?
When a contractor is actually an employee.
In Episode 13 of our Employment Law for the Time Poor podcast, Professor Andrew
Stewart and Emily Haar consider four recent cases on the vexed issue of whether a
worker is an independent contractor or an employee.

As the cases reveal, there are two competing views as to how the multi-factor test is to be applied: does the Court need to
look at the substance and reality of the relationship, or do the contractual arrangements reveal the parties’ true intentions
about the relationship? To what degree does the “contractor” have to be running a business of their own to legally be an
independent contractor?
Professor Andrew Stewart and Emily Haar consider the viability of the “Odco” system of treating labour hire workers as
contractors and whether the High Court will be tasked to determine which of the two competing views is the correct method
of applying the multi-factor test.
This is an area that is rife with risk for organisations, and knowing the current state of the law is a must-do.
We discuss the following four cases in this podcast episode:
Dental Corp Pty Ltd v Moﬀet [2020] FCAFC 118 (16 June)
Jamsek v ZG Operations Australia Pty Ltd [2020] FCAFC 119 (16 July)
Eastern Van Services Pty Ltd v Victorian WorkCover Authority [2020] VSCA 154 (12 June)
CFMMEU v Personnel Contracting Pty Ltd [2020] FCAFC 122 (17 July)
Subscribe via your preferred podcasting application:
Apple Podcasts
Spotify
Google Podcasts
If you use a diﬀerent podcast app you can subscribe to the podcast by copying and pasting
http://piperalderman.libsyn.com/rss in to the RSS feed
Piper Alderman is assisting clients on the spectrum of legal issue arising from the pandemic. Please see our COVID-19
resource hub for more information on areas including employment, industrial relations, construction law,
government & defence, insolvency and property.

piperalderman.com.au
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